Glenview Coin System
A Division of WZ Tool Inc.

Provides Security for Coin Collection






For a wide variety of applications
All-metal tamper-resistant locking
Use either locks or security seals
Easy installation and quick emptying
Durable, multi-size fabric

For over 30 years, Glenview Coin Systems has designed and manufactured the
most widely-used coin security collection system in the world. Available for all types
of
coin-operated equipment, it is highly effective in improving coin handling control and
accountability by deterring pilferage and reducing losses due to collection shortages.
Plus, its simple yet secure mounting system speeds up the coin collection process
and eliminates the transfer of loose coins.
The system is comprised of an all-metal patented locking mechanism attached to a
coin bag and an all-metal universal funnel assembly mounted in the coin-operated
equipment. The system can be secured with either locks or seals to prevent access
to coins by unauthorized personnel and is made from tamper-evident components
that provide visual evidence of forced entry. A wide range of various types and sizes
of coin containers can be incorporated to meet the needs of any specific application.
The Glenview Coin System is available for simple field installation on existing
machines or it can be ordered from all major coin-operated machine manufacturers
as an OEM component.
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Release the latch on the machine
mounted universal funnel assembly
that hold the coin bag with the patented
locking mechanism.

Slide the coin filled bag out of the
funnel assembly. The patented locking
mechanism automatically closes when
removed, preventing access to coins.

Reinsert an empty coin bag into
universal funnel assembly. Locking
mechanism on bag will automatically
open and latch into place.

In the counting room, the lock or
security seal is removed, locking
mechanism is opened, bags are
emptied, mechanism is reset and
locked bags are ready for reuse.
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